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With great powder, comes great responsibility
A look into Beaver Mountain and what to look forward to this ski season

By Michael Popa II
NEWS STAFF WRITER

A

s the air starts to become crisp and the wind
chills, many students at Utah State University
and Logan residents are preparing for a ski season up at Beaver Mountain in Logan Canyon.
Thirty miles northeast of Logan, the family-owned
and -operated ski resort lies on almost 850 acres of
land. With over 40 different runs to hit, there’s plenty
of slopes for the new and experienced skier and snowboarder.
Each year, “the Beav” averages about 400 inches of
snowfall — about a foot per week during ski season —
which is about half of what the mountain’s big brother
in the south, Park City Mountain, averages in the same
time. This coupled with the fact that the resort doesn’t
produce snow on their own means the mountain typically opens a few weeks later than many other mountains.
There isn’t a set date on when the resort will open, but
Aggies can expect the mountain to open for business
sometime in early to mid-December, just in time for an
escape from upcoming finals.
While the resort may not be open yet this year, the
Beav has a storied history when it comes to skiing,
according to the resort’s website.
Originally opened in 1939, Beaver Mountain is the
oldest, continually-owned ski resort not just in Utah,
but the whole U.S.
Just 20 years after buying his first pair of skis, Harold
Seeholzer joined the Mt. Logan Ski Club, which was
already actively trying to push skiing areas farther and
farther up Logan Canyon. By 1939, the canyon was
open year-round and the Mt. Logan Ski Club put Beaver
Mountain’s first ski tow, built from a car motor and
cable, in place.
As the operation began to grow and the ski club tried
to add more tow lines to the mountain area, the organization wanted to hand off the business to a sole operator, and Seeholzer won the bid in 1945.
Over the next few years, Seeholzer added more tows,
including a 1,000-foot rope tow and a 2,700-foot T-bar,
as well as a lodge, which is now used as today’s ticket
office.
But all of this work needed more hands to be completed. So, Seeholzer and his wife, Luella, put their
family to work, including their sons, Loyal and Ted, and
daughters, Dixie and Nancy.
As the business grew and skiing at Beaver Mountain
became more popular in the early 1960s, the Seeholzer
family began working on building the mountain’s first
lift, the Little Beaver, and a new lodge. Just a few years
later, the bigger and better Poma Lift would also be
added to the mountain.
After accomplishing his biggest dream of opening a
family ski resort and growing Beaver Mountain into an
impressive business, Seeholzer died during a battle with
cancer in April of 1968. Almost two years later, a new
lift — Harry’s Dream — was built in his honor, adding

David Eames, the Beaver Mountain Ski Shop Manager, taking skis out to show customers.

50 acres of skiing areas and his son, Ted, took over the
business with help from his siblings and their families.
Over the next several decades, the mountain moves
from generator power to running electricity, Ted’s children and grandchildren are added to the business, and
new lifts are built and old ones redone.
After nearly 50 years of hard work up at Beaver
Mountain, Ted Seeholzer died in 2013, passing on the
family business to his son, Travis, and son-in-law, Jeff,
while their mother and Ted’s wife, Marge, continued to
work in the ticket office full-time.
Now, Jeff manages the mountain and Travis is in
charge of operations. The two take care of the mountain on their own, doing whatever jobs it takes to keep
The Beav running.
Marge still works in the ticket office with both Travis’
and Ted’s wife, finding “renewed joy every season when
they see new families arrive and watch new generations
make their first tracks on the mountain home they
worked so hard to make.”
Avid skier and Beaver frequent Braya Robbins said she
is beyond excited to get back on the slopes.
“They have a wide variety of great runs for all levels
of skiers, making it perfect for me and my friends to
go enjoy the fresh powder or groomed trails all season
long,” she said. “Being close to campus, having reasonable rates and providing night skiing as an option
makes Beaver unbeatable. Hopefully it will start snowing soon so I can go enjoy the Utah slopes.”

PHOTO BY Kate Smith

For Aggies wanting to hit the slopes this season,
Beaver Mountain offers a discount for students, dropping the price from $675 to $450.
For those who want to just take a daytrip up the canyon and can’t ski often, day passes are offered for $60.
Beaver also offers gear and equipment packages for skiers and snowboarders without their own.
More information about Beaver Mountain, including
updates on snowfall, more rates and pricing information
and gear rental can be found on their website: skithebeav.com.

Michael Popa II is a sophomore at USU studying
human biology, statistics and mathematics. Michael also serves as a combat medic for the United
States Army and has a podcast called Deep Roots
on Aggie Radio.
— Michael.Popa@usu.edu

By Brock Marchant
NEWS STAFF WRITER

D

espite the long-standing tradition
of all-encompassing exams at the
end of each semester, many students question their efficiency, and some
professors have begun taking different
approaches to the looming assignments.
Many college students are very familiar
with the rigorous hours of study, sleepless
nights, and stressful days that come with
final exams at the end of each semester,
and the students at Utah State University
are no exception.
Yet, instead of traditional approaches to
final exams, several professors have begun
using different methods to give end-of-semester assignments.
One student who has experienced some
of these unique approaches is Sierra Kline,
a USU senior majoring in international
relations.
“Technically I do have a final for each
class, but it is different this year,” Kline
said. “In two of my classes, instead of
doing a final paper, we are doing a final
podcast project, which has made this
semester a lot easier. I definitely learn
more if the final is not your typical, standard test.”
Like many students, Kline has also felt
the immense pressure that can come with
final exams.
“I generally get a lot more stressed
around finals, and more sad,” she said.
Susan Polster, the department head of
Journalism and Communication at USU,
shares similar views on final exams and

the impact they can make on students’
mental health.
“In some classes, final exams are important,” Polster said. “In the subject I teach,
memorization of details is not as important
as remembering basic concepts. The students write about concepts all semester so
testing on them seems pointless.”
Polster also believes final exams to be
another stress that can weigh on students,
bringing them closer to their mental breaking point.
Going beyond how she feels about final
exams being unnecessary in her subject,
Polster added her concern at the economic
disadvantage final exams can give to certain students.
“Economics have a lot to do with success in higher education,” Polster said. “If
a student comes from a disadvantaged
family, working many hours is a necessity
and oftentimes gets in the way of studying
adequately for tests. Many USU students —
over 30% — have food insecurities which
may affect their ability to successfully take
tests. First-generation students often do not
come equipped with the educational background to succeed in test taking.”
Though papers, podcasts, projects and
other assignments may be beneficial
replacements for final exams, there are
some benefits to keeping the traditional
form of a final.
According to Polster, some courses
require final exams in order for those
enrolled to be licensed in their chosen profession.
Boone Fields, a student at USU working
to get his associate’s degree, sees other

benefits to finals, though he understands
how they can be an issue for students.
“Finals make or break your grade,” Fields
said. “You can have a great semester and
then a final can completely tank your
grade, and that’s all this money that you’ve
saved up or gone in debt for can be ruined
in a single test, so it’s immensely stressful.”
While Fields sees the financial stress that
can be put on students who stake hardearned grades on finals, he also understands how the tests can provide a reasonable and powerful incentive.
“I think that a test is a really good impetus to get someone thinking about their
goals and learning the material, but I do
have a problem in that sometimes I think
that university students learn for a test, we
don’t learn the subject,” he said. “There’s
a point where you ask if you are actually
learning or if you are just stressed out
about a test.”

Brock Marchant is a sophomore at
USU studying journalism and political
science. Brock loves writing poetry,
playing guitar and meeting new
people.
— Brock.Marchant@usu.edu
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It’s beginning to look a lot like finals
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USU Inclusion Center hosts annual Sub for Santa gift drive
By Jared Adams
NEWS STAFF WRITER

T

he Inclusion Center at Utah State University is
sponsoring its 12th annual Sub for Santa to help
USU families in need.
Every year, students with families
in need can apply for assistance
through the Inclusion Center’s website. Once they are found eligible,
volunteers will sponsor the individual through donations of clothing,
toys, books and financial donations.
Sponsors are asked whether they
would like to sponsor a child or
a family, and then given a list of
needs for the individuals with the
freedom to purchase whatever
they choose. Those gifts are then
dropped off at the Inclusion Center
office and distributed to the families.
The Inclusion Center’s Sub for
Santa differs from the community
one as only USU students can apply
for assistance. Currently only 14
children from five different families
have applied. These applications are
open until 4:00 p.m. on Dec. 10.
To become a sponsor, volunteers
need to fill out a form on the
Inclusion Center’s website. All gifts
for the 12th annual Sub for Santa
need to be dropped off no later than
5:00 p.m. on Dec. 10 at the Taggart
Student Center in Room 315.
Sub for Santa was started by
Dorcee Winward, an office manager
at the Inclusion Center before she
retired. This year, the event is being
coordinated by Inclusion Center
interns.
Cassey Babauta, the Indigenous Programs intern at the
Inclusion Center, has been involved with the event for
the past three years.
“We are always looking for individuals or departments
to donate to our annual Sub for Santa, to help Aggie
families who are having a difficult time this holiday
season,” Babauta said. “Donating to an Aggie family will

help spread the holiday cheer and make their holiday
season a season they won’t forget.”
Babauta also expressed gratitude for those who have
already contributed to Sub for Santa.
“Spreading the love and holiday cheer this season to
support Aggie families is a gift that I will not take for

tributions in continuing the tradition of giving at
USU. One of those she thanked was Chalon Keller,
a professional practice assistant professor in the
Marketing and Strategy Department and the Center for
Entrepreneurship.
Keller said every year they do a service project in
which they can use business skills
for social benefit. In previous years,
they’re chosen to collaborate with Sub
for Santa.
To encourage the use of business
skills, groups within the club are organized into teams and given $25. They
are then expected to find a method of
fundraising where all proceeds go to
the Sub for Santa program.
“I’ve seen some teams get really
creative,” Keller said. “I had a team
of three young ladies who, for several
afternoons, raked people’s yards. They
spent $25 on garbage bags and rakes
and were able to raise $600.”
Students involved in the club have
also previously sold art, hosted events
and done acts of service to raise
money for Sub for Santa.
“We are an Aggie Family,” Keller
said. “It’s important to teach these
students that you can do well and also
do good.”
Even students can see the positive
impact of this annual event. Brady
Parsons, a USU freshman, believes Sub
for Santa is a great thing to have on
campus.
“It does a good job of helping people
feel involved because it’s so community centered,” Parsons said. “It’s one
of the traditions that make people pay
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY Bailey Rigby attention to those around them.”

granted,” she said.
Kayleen Lam, another intern with the Inclusion Center,
is also helping coordinate the event. She has been
involved with the event for the past two years.
Lam encouraged her peers to donate if they were able.
“Donate if you can. If not, it’s OK. The smallest contribution can make the biggest impact,” she said.
Lam also credited others involved for their con-

Jared Adams is a sophomore at
USU studying communications.
Outside of news writing, Jared
enjoys coffee, elephants, rainy
days and Taylor Swift.
— Jared.Adams@usu.edu
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Plastic bag ban in Logan up for debate
By Maggie Erekson
NEWS STAFF WRITER

T

wo years ago, the Logan City Council voted to
implement a new plastic waste management
program, planning to ban retailers from distributing single use plastic bags on April 22, 2020.
After two delays, the council will meet one final time
on Dec. 7 to decide if the ban will go into effect on Jan.
1, 2022.
The council is currently debating two different options
which they will vote on in the Dec. 7 meeting.
One is the ban on plastic bags, which will go into
effect as planned to start in the new year. The ban
would make it illegal for retailers to provide customers
with single use plastic bags and would encourage shoppers to bring their own reusable bags or to use recycled
paper bags instead. It would not include newspaper
bags; bags used to contain bulk items like produce,
grains, or candy; bags used to wrap frozen items; or
bags used to wrap flowers or potted plants.
The other option is a broader plan that will affect the
entire county. In that case, customers will be charged
for their plastic bags and more responsibility will shift
to stores to recycle the plastics generated by packaging
and other items. This plan would apply to all businesses, not just retail and grocery stores.
According to council member Amy Anderson, who
voted yes for both the ban and the county waste management program in 2019, the strict ban is more of a
means to an end when it comes to reducing Logan’s
economic impact.
“I think the idea was always to find a better approach
to how we deal with plastic coming into our landfill,”
Anderson said, “as opposed to the idea that people use
single-use bags and sometimes they blow away in the
wind.”
The ban was originally delayed to concerns about the
coronavirus pandemic. According to Logan environmental director Issa Hamud, it was delayed a second time
to allow retailers and stores to better prepare for the
implementation and for citizens to be better prepared,
but many are still unaware the ban is even being considered.
“I had no idea there was going to be a ban,” USU student Brianna Enright said. “I like the idea, but I think
it would be better to phase out the bags so people have
time to get used to it.”
If the ban goes through, Logan will be the third city
in Utah to have a law against plastic bags. Park City
was the first in Utah to ban single use bags in May
2017, and Moab followed in 2018. Both have had successful results, but Logan is a much larger than both
cities.
According to the Logan city website, plastic bags
are the number one source of litter, and the number
one contaminant in recycling containers. If the ban is
passed though, it will not eliminate this issue.
The ban will not affect stores in North Logan, where
many residents still shop. One popular store that will
not be affected is the North Logan Walmart.
Regardless of whether the ban passes or not, Anderson

encourages students to be responsible when they go
shopping. There are many programs that encourage
recycling, like the Kroger “Be a Zero Hero” initiative
where they provide recycling bins in front of their
stores and offering incentives to recycle store brand
products.
Walmart has stopped using plastic bags in their
Mexico locations and has joined other large brands like
Target and CVS Pharmacy to try and find a solution to
single use bags according to Forbes magazine.
In the end, Anderson said, it comes down to education
more than policy.
“Changing habits is hard, I would hope that our
county at large could change habits without having to
exert bans,” Anderson said. “But that’s why bans have
become a tool to use, because once you start doing it, it
becomes easier.”

PHOTO BY Bailey Rigby

Maggie Erekson is a freshman at USU
and first year writer for the Statesman.
Other than school and writing, Maggie
finds time to watch TV, be outdoors and
eat lots of ice cream.
— Maggie.Erekson@usu.edu
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An undetected light in the Aggie Marching Band

Matthew Bascom practices during an Aggie Marching Band rehearsal in October.

By Emily White
LIFESTYLES CONTENT MANAGER

A

PHOTOS BY Joseph F Myers

thletic band director Lane Weaver’s voice boomed
over the loudspeaker, instructing students in Utah
State University’s Aggie Marching Band to get in
formation for the first of many numbers.
It was a crisp Autumn day, and the nearly 200 musicians
hurried to their places and chattered amongst themselves
on the football field, wearing puffy coats, beanies and hoodies. One brave student wore shorts.
Matthew Bascom was there, too — less conspicuous than
that kid in the shorts.
Earlier this year, the visually impaired student came to
Utah State University to play in the marching band. Although Bascom had played for Uintah High School’s marching band, Weaver wasn’t sure how teaching a visually impared student would work.
How would Bascom learn his music? How would he learn
each drill? Would he be able to keep up with the band?
“All of my concerns melted away when we were out there
a week before classes started,” Weaver said. “I think we had
just come off a break and were getting working again. And
I saw Matt, not walking, but running across the parking lot
to get to where the mellophones were. When I saw Matt
running across the parking lot I thought, ‘OK, he can take
care of himself.’”
Bascom has been proving himself to the rest of the band
ever since.
At rehearsals and performances, band members have flip
folders with sheet music attached to their instruments while
Bascom is armed with nothing but his mellophone. I expected to be able to find him quickly, but it took me 30 minutes
to pick him out of the crowd.
Bascom blended in with the other students. He was always where he needed to be — he never looked lost.
But to him, this is no feat.
“I grew up trying a bunch of stuff,” Bascom said. “I learned
from a young age that failing at something is OK and knowing that you can just find something else that you’re good
at and pursuing that kind of helps you develop positivity.”
Bascom was born with low vision — something that cannot be corrected with contacts, glasses or eye surgery. His
optic nerve didn’t develop completely, so he can’t see anything other than vague shapes and colors. To read his music, Bascom holds pages close to his eyes, nearly touching
the tip of his nose.
The marching band learns new music every week or two,
with only a few rehearsals planned out to learn choreography.
Bascom memorizes every performance piece, not only in
marching band but in the USU Symphonic Band and Horn
Choir.
“In college, since we’re learning so much so fast, it’s not
really realistic to expect everyone to memorize everything,”
said Ella Devey, one of the mellophone section leaders.
To memorize his music, Bascom wakes up early in the
morning. At 4 o’clock he’s up, practicing the mellophone
and French horn.
French horn players learn the mellophone, a sort of big
trumpet, to play in marching band.
“I’ve kind of just gotten used to using my ear to listen to

by and was like, ‘I’ll race you.’”
Naturally, Matt agreed and raced the stranger down
the sidewalk.
“Matt was very happy about that,” Thomas said. “He
was laughing the whole rest of the day. He was like, ‘I
don’t know if I won or not.’”
“He always has a good blind joke,” Devey said. “The
other day when we were driving, one of the girls was
talking about a date she went on and we were like,
‘Oh, how did you meet the guy,’ and she was like, ‘Oh,
I got set up it was a blind date,’ and Matt was like, ‘I’m
all too familiar with that.’”
“He’s a really good
source of comic relief,” Timm said.
Jokes aside, Bascom
is focused on showing music majors everywhere something
needs to change. Coming to Utah State as a
music major, Bascom
was prepared to put
in all the time necessary to succeed. But
that dedication wasn’t
enough.
“I don’t expect people to understand,”
Bascom said. “How
are you supposed to
understand something
if you haven’t lived
it?”
Still, he refuses to
throw himself a pity
party. When he graduates, Bascom is committed to improving upon a strictly visual world.
“I have ideas of starting a bunch of businesses and
music happens to be a part of a bunch of them,” Bascom said. “One of my big ideas is the idea of starting a
couple of orchestras here in the state for disabilities.”
He spent this football season performing in halftime
shows undetected. He changed his major without a
thought of outrage or annoyance. This fall he got certified as a professional trainer and told a lot of jokes.
“If you didn’t know you wouldn’t know,” Weaver
said. “I don’t think he’s seeking any undue extra attention or any undue special accommodations that
I’ve seen other than what we can do for him, you
know. But he’s out there working hard trying to pull
his weight like everybody else.”
Bascom said everyone has their own struggles.
“We all have that challenge in our lives,” he said.
“So, it’s best just to acknowledge your own and not
expect everyone else to understand it.”
Emily White is a senior studying
English and journalism. When she’s
not writing stories, Emily can be
found watching movies or baking.
— emily.white@usu.edu

Sammi Schlappi is a sophomore at USU
studying Psychology. In her free time
she loves watching sports and eating
Chick-fil-A! Tune in to her show SAMZJAMZ at 3 p.m. every Tuesday to hear
highlights of different people at USU!
One Shining Moment
David Barrett

Make You Feel My Love
Adele

You’re the Inspiration
Chicago

100 Bad Days
AJR

Holy
Justin Bieber and Chance
the Rapper
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the music and hear how it’s supposed to sound,” Bascom said. “It’s a really long process.”
A long process, but a successful one. Bascom has
time to go to the gym six times a week and cooks all
of his own meals — something even college students
with 20/20 vision have a hard time doing.
Those artificial barriers certainly don’t need to be
there for Bascom.
But as he began his degree in music performance at
Utah State, Bascom ran into some problems.
“A lot of the curriculum and the way they teach is
so sight-based,” Bascom said. “I don’t blame them
because that’s just the
way that society is
built. It’s taught based
off of vision because
everyone — most people — can see.”
It’s not just one
university program’s
problem — this is a
universal struggle for
people with visual impairments.
Hailey
Timm,
a
freshman in the mellophone section, recalls
when Bascom decided
to change his major.
On one particularly
stressful day, Timm
saw Bascom on campus and stopped to
talk to him. After she
told him about some
of her stressful class
work, Timm found out
Bascom was dealing
with some stress, too.
“He had just gone through this huge process of
changing his major because playing his horn was really hard for him to keep up with music and everything,” Timm said. “He was hoping for some time in
the future that the college of the arts would be able
to figure out how to work with someone with a visual
impairment. But until then, he just had to switch his
major. And he just had such a good attitude about it.
It was a humbling experience.”
Some programs limit Bascom.
“Why assume the worst,” Weaver said, “when you’re
just seeing things from a pretty superficial perspective?”
This year, Devey is always by Bascom in drills, just
in case he needs help getting to his spots.
“I’ve gotten kind of a new perspective on life, spending time around him,” Devey said.
Among his peers, Bascom is known for hilarious stories and jokes.
“We were waiting for Symphonic Band to start and
I was kind of standing next to Matt,” said Reagan
Thomas, the other mellophone section leader. “He
just was laughing to himself, and I was like, ‘What
are you laughing about, Matt?’ He was like, ‘I just got
asked to race across the sidewalk by this guy. I was
just standing there on my own and this guy walked
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USU Theatre Arts presents ‘Miss
Bennet: Christmas at Pemberley’
By Clarissa Casper
LIFESTYLES STAFF WRITER

between her and her character.
“I found similarities in my sort of intellect,” Strong said.
“I’m also a very bookish person. I love to curl up with a
good book. I know what it feels like to have people define
you, and the feelings that come with that.”
Connecting to Mary on those levels has helped Strong
create a non-cookie cutter characterization of Mary.
Strong is not the only one who is connecting to her character throughout this production. Nicole Frederick, the actress playing the role of Anne de Bourgh, has found a new
sense of confidence since taking the role upon her.

ing and striving for something that you care about and
you’re so passionate about,” Frederick said. “Everyone just
wants to see it grow and develop and become a beautiful
his week, the Utah State University Theatre Arts
production.”
presents ‘Miss Bennet: Christmas at Pemberley.’
Hard work has been poured into this production, and acThe play takes place two years after Austin’s novcording to Frederick with the set and costumes, combined
el ‘Pride and Prejudice’ when the characters Elizabeth and
with the help of lighting and music, the audience is bound
Jane Bennet are both established in their marriages.
to feel like they are at Pemberley themselves.
Kaija Strong, a USU acting student who is playing the
“Everyone has worked so, so hard,” Frederick said. “The
lead, said she finds the play interesting because these
standards and dreams and goals for the show are just
characters start their new families and live the lives not
through the roof. Everyone is a puzzle piece and we’re just
seen outside of the book. According to Strong, the play
coming together to make this gorgeous picture.”
is like a Jane Austin fan fiction.
For Strong, participating in this production has been
The play also displays Strong’s character — Mary Bena healing process as she approaches her final semester
net — in a new and exciting way.
here at USU.
“Mary was the middle, bookish, withdrawn sister, who
“In your last year of your college major you start to
you don’t hear a lot about in ‘Pride or Prejudice,’” Strong
doubt yourself and feel like you’re not doing things
said. “It’s an interesting opportunity to get to see more
the way you want to,” Strong said. “But coming into
of her character and understand why she is the way that
rehearsals and receiving that bright energy from evshe is.”
eryone helps me realize that I can take ownership of
The story revolves around the Bennets coming togethmy work.”
er to celebrate Christmas at Lizzie and Mr. Darcy’s esStrong hopes audience members can receive the
tate. While there, Mary has the opportunity to find love
same light she feels when she performs. To her, this
for herself — something she thought she would never be
play is all about love, and she is excited to share the
able to do, according to Strong.
love with everyone.
“She finds love with this bumbling, equally awkward,
“This is a play about love, and not just about romanequally bookish cousin of Mr. Darcy,” Strong said. “It’s
tic love but about all kinds of love,” Strong said. “You
just a lovely romance between these two nerds and it’s
get to see the Bennet sisters and their beautiful sisterly
very, very sweet.”
love that they had in ‘Pride and Prejudice,’ and how
The story being told from a different perspective —
it still exists even though three of them are married
that of Elizabeth Bennet — has helped Strong rethink
PHOTO BY Kate Smith and have their own lives. That sisterly connection still
the original story of ‘Pride and Prejudice’ herself.
exists and it’s very sweet to see.”
Darcy, played by AJ Black, and Arthur, played by Andrew Moody.
Strong is interested and intrigued by the character she
Strong said she is confident audience members will
plays. She has loved the process of learning to portray
“I have noticed Anne’s confidence,” Frederick said. “And leave the theater feeling full.
Mary in a way that would do the character justice.
I’ve noticed that a lot has started showing up in my life.
“I’m so excited to get up on that stage for an hour and a
In the opening of the play, Strong said the script said She has no filter whatsoever because she’s been sheltered half and celebrate all the loves in our lives,” Strong said.
Mary has a “fire hidden within her.”
her whole life, so it’s like if she wants something, she is
Come enjoy this small cast of eight celebrate Christmas
“I would totally agree with that,” Strong said. “You going to get it.”
and all types of love at the Daryl Chase Fine Arts Center,
know, all her life she’s been told that she is one thing, and
Frederick also relates to Anne’s hot then cold nature.
free or USU students, Dec. 2-4 and 6-8 at 7:30 p.m.
this is the opportunity where she finally gets to stand up
“We all have our angel side and our demon side,” FredClarissa Casper is a sophomore
for what she knows she is. It’s something beautiful and erick said. “And those just come out so much in this play.
studying
journalism and aquatic sciunique and all its own.”
She lives in her demon side, and then at the very end of
ence at Utah State University. Outside
Playing the role of Mary has also helped Strong identify the play, she realizes that there is something more that she
of writing for the Statesman, she
the characteristics she shares with the character.
was missing.”
loves to hike, write poetry and watch
The dramaturge for this show put together a large packStrong and Frederick both said performing with USU has
whales.
et of information about Mary for Strong to study. When been a great experience. Sharing that experience with an
she would read through the information, as well as the
script, she would take note of all the similarities she found

audience is special and important, according to Frederick.
“It’s such a positive environment where you’re all learn-

T

— clarissa.casper@usu.edu
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Duo Push makes me want to break the
Geneva convention

the college student tendency to go
home and completely forget it’s the
height of finals season and there is work
to do

By Malorie Ellefson
LIFESTYLES STAFF WRITER

A

s the choir files on stage, a young composer waits
anxiously behind the curtains. When the time finally comes for him to follow the singers on stage,
he feels the lights hit him and suddenly, he is home. He
knows this is where he belongs.
Lawrence Laureano has learned music can be a safe haven for him. He has found his true passion through his experiences in his early life, and his continuing experiences
in his schooling.
Laureano grew up in the Philippines, where life proved
to be a challenge. Coming from a house with little money
and a broken family, he draws a lot of his inspiration and
passion from those tough experiences that he’s faced.
He later moved to Oahu to attend BYU-Hawaii. There
he received his degree in choral conducting and chose to
attend Utah State University for his graduate school education.
“The moment I entered the choir room, it felt real. It felt
like I’d been there before,” he said. “I took that as a sign
that I should apply to USU.”
Later, Laureano discovered one of his childhood inspirations was teaching here.
“Dr. Craig Jessop has been an inspiration for me ever
since I was little,” Laureano said. “I came from very humble beginnings in the Philippines, but the music and his
influence became an inspiration to me to move forward
with my life and pursue my dreams.”
When he heard Jessop was teaching at USU, he knew he
had to apply.
“He’s one of the biggest reasons I came here,” Laureano
said. “I’m so grateful that he was able to see what I can
do.”
Coming from a difficult place and background, Laureano
found peace in music. He said it was one of the big things
that kept him going throughout his early years.
“Growing up in a broken family, music became a companion for me,” he said. “One of my sisters taught me how to
play piano when I was 11, and I’ve been singing as long as
I can remember.”
The more he played and explored music, the more he
knew it was what he wanted to do. Laureano has been perfecting his skills throughout his continuous schooling and
has been loving every minute of it. His skills grew with his
piano skills, composing but mainly conducting.
“Being on stage conducting and performing feels like
home for me,” Laureano reminisces. “In my culture, when
life gets hard, we gather and we sing. These choir perfor-

@shelby4pres

just went to winco who was gonna tell
me that its the taj mahal of grocery
stores????

mances remind me of that culture.”
Even with that feeling, Laureano isn’t immune to the feelings of
stage fright. But it all fades when
he sets foot on stage, knowing this
is where he’s supposed to be.
While conducting he has been
able to show off his other skill and
passion — composing.
“I started arranging music when
I was 14 years old,” Laureano
says. “Composition really came
back to me during COVID. I went
through a very dark time in my
life during it all and writing music
became a way of healing myself.”
Since he has begun composing
again, Laureano has been able to
showcase his pieces at USU.
“This coming winter concert, the
Women’s Choir will be performing
a song of mine about longing for
something,” Laureano said.
This is one of the many things
that make this upcoming concert
so special. Laureano will be showcasing one of his arranged pieces,
as well as being able to accompany, perform with, and conduct the
PHOTO BY Paige Johnson
choirs on stage.
“I’m doing a Filipino song that’s Laurence Laureano conducting the USU’s Women’s Choir on Dec. 1.
a lullaby,” Laureano said. “Which
truly special experience.”
is one of the reasons that they admitted me here. They
As he continues his studies, Laureano has some big plans
wanted me to bring Polynesian and Filipino culture into in mind for his future.
the program. To make sure I fulfill that part, I make sure
“I want to build my own music school in the Philippines,”
every concert I incorporate a song that coincides with Laureano said. “I also want to be like Dr. Jessop — to teach
those cultures.”
at a university and have my own choir. That’s the goal.
Despite all of the drastic changes Laureano has gone
through in his life, he has been able to stay true to his past,
Malorie Ellefson is in her first year
his culture and himself. His passion for music that he had
of studying English and working
never faded — if anything it grew stronger as more opporat
USU Student Media. Outside of
tunities presented themselves.
writing for The Statesman, she loves
Changing environments hasn’t been easy for Laureano,
watching all types of movies, going to
but he’s found consistency through his practice.
local plays and writing novels.
“This is a brand new program here at USU, and I am
considered one of the first,” Laureano said. “I love the idea
of people coming together and singing and providing a
— malorie.ellefson@usu.edu
communal experience for them. It’s like humanity coming
together in love and unity. And being a part of that is a

@pleasuresystems
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A lot of you should try being in the
top 1% of listeners to women

Utah State’s 35-10 win over New
Mexico means that BYU is the only
FBS team in the state that didn’t win
a division this year.
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Filipino composer makes his dreams a reality
with USU Choral Department winter concert
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Inside volleyball’s run to the conference title

Aggies ‘embraced the sagebrush’ on their way to a historic season

Coach Rob Neilson and the players huddle up during their game against Colorado State on Nov. 18 in the Wayne Estes Center.
By Mark Greenwood
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

O

n Saturday, Nov. 20, Utah State Volleyball won a
share of the regular season Mountain West title
after an epic five-set battle with the University of
Wyoming.
Clinching a piece of the title required a perfect final
week of the season.
On Nov. 18, they defeated conference leader Colorado
State in front of an overflowing Wayne Estes Center to
even the Rams in the standings. Against the Cowboys,
they fell behind 2-1 in the match, then roared back to
topple the Cowgirls and hoist the trophy.
As the Aggies ran to embrace each other in the middle
of the court, eyes glistening with tears while athletic
director John Hartwell strode towards them with their
trophy, it was hard not to think about the improbable
road they took to get to that point.
Utah State Volleyball over the last eight years has
been less than impressive. In the previous eight years
of participation in the Mountain West Conference, Utah
State Volleyball had a combined winning percentage of
just over 35%.
And yet, after the final point of the regular season,
it was Utah State that was left with the regular season
conference trophy in tow.
How did this volleyball program, that one two games in
2019, go 22-9 and 14-4 in conference this year?
After a brutal 2019 campaign that saw the Aggies

PHOTO BY Joseph F Myers

win just two games out of 30, it was time for a change.
Previous head coach Grayson DuBose was out, and head
coach Rob Neilson came to take the reins.
In his years before coming to Logan, Neilson had spent
his time with the U.S. Men’s National Team, helping
guide them to their first medal in international play in
24 years. In his one year of head coaching experience as
the interim head coach of BYU Men’s Volleyball, he led
them to a 20-8 overall record and second place finish
nationally.
Neilson guided the Aggies through the unknowns of the
abbreviated 2020 season and more than doubled its win
count from the previous year. In his first full season, the
Aggies only needed eight games to equal their 2020 win
total. After that, there was no looking back.
“I am so proud of what we did,” sophomore outside
hitter Tatum Stall said. “We overcame so many obstacles,
and even the teams we didn’t play our best against, we
were still able to compete and roll with them.”
After being projected to finish ninth in the conference,
the Aggies overcame obstacles and won games they
weren’t supposed to all season long. The capstone would
come in a 3-1 victory over Colorado State, a team Utah
State hadn’t beaten in almost 40 years.
That wouldn’t be the only accomplishment that would
come at the end of the season, as Aggies Kristy Frank,
Tatum Stall and Corinne Larsen were named to the
Mountain West All-Conference Team. In addition, coach
Neilson would be honored as the Mountain West Coach of
the Year.
“Those awards are great, but I think it’s a testament to

what the team’s doing. This team believed in something,
and we had a vision, but it wasn’t just my vision,” Neilson
said. “Our staff did a great job of helping our players
learn and grow, and those awards are just a testament to
the work of lots and lots and lots of people.”
While it might have been the work and efforts of many,
there is a reason Neilson is called the ‘head’ coach. He
found ways to improve this program and motivate his
girls all season long.
One of those ways was to reference a song that people
at Utah State are quite familiar with: The Scotsman.
“His new thing this year was that he kept referencing
The Scotsman,” Stall said. “Embrace the sagebrush and be
a true-blooded Aggie; that was his thing all year. He was
just referencing the sagebrush.”
Involving the Scotsman in his coaching appeared to
pay dividends. But it also begs a question: What does a
song written in 1918 by a USU student have to do with
winning volleyball games 103 years later? The Scotsman
is centered around thistle, roses and sagebrush, which are
three things that have nothing to do with volleyball.
Coach Neilson pointed out that thistle bushes, rose
bushes and sagebrush are not plants typically viewed with
any amount of fondness. Thistle and rose bushes contain
immense amounts of thorns that make the bushes very
unwelcoming, and sagebrush is widely considered a weed
with no practical use. So why do we hold ‘The Scotsman’
so near and dear to our hearts, and more importantly,
why is coach Neilson telling his team to “embrace the
sagebrush?”
“Thistle is this gnarly, thorny bush, grows like crazy, it
sucks. No one likes thistle. Same with rose,” Neilson said.
“An Englishman knows how to train the rose to create
something beautiful. He can go into a thorny situation,
and he can train it back to create something great. Same
with a Scotsman and thistle.
“When the settlers first came to Logan, they found
sagebrush in the valley all over the place,” Neilson
continued. “It takes a special kind of mentality to see that
on the other side of this woody, nasty, gnarly weed that
no one wants to deal with, something that can be fertile
land, something that can be this valley that will produce
food.”
It’s a fitting metaphor for Neilson’s rapid turnaround of
an unsuccessful program. When Neilson entered Cache
Valley, he found a woody, gnarly program coming off
one of the worst seasons in its history and desperately
needing taming. He not only tamed the sagebrush, but
he also embraced it with open arms. As he encouraged
his players to do the same, they rapidly saw through to
the fertile land, and within it grew the ultimate prize: a
conference championship.

@md_greenwood
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PHOTO BY Bailey Rigby
Wide reciever Deven Thompkins earned First Team All Offense honors.

PHOTO BY Bailey Rigby
Kick returner Savon Scarver received Second Team All Special Team honors.

PHOTO BY Joseph F Myers
Linebacker Justin Rice received Second Team All Defensive honors.

By Jacob Nielson
SPORTS CONTENT MAGANER

NCAA history at seven. He returned one this season on
Oct. 16 against UNLV.
Rice finished the season with 105 tackles, three
interceptions and a forced fumble.
Six other Aggie players received honorable mentions;
senior safety Shaq Bond, senior offensive lineman Alfred
Edwards, senior defensive lineman Nick Heninger, senior
punt returner Jordan Nathan, senior wide receiver Derek
Wright and junior offensive lineman Quazzel White.
There were also several awards that were expected to
go to Aggies but went to other individuals.
USU head coach Blake Anderson, who flipped the
culture of a 1-5 football team in 2020 and led them to a
9-3 season and an appearance in the MW Championship
game, was considered the front-runner for the Coach of
the Year award.
However, he was passed on in favor of San Diego State
head coach Brady Hoke, who led his team to an 11-1
record this season.

Leading the nation in recieving yards, many around
Utah State’s program expected Deven Thompkins to win
the MW Offensive Player of the Year award. Instead, that
title went to Nevada quarterback Carson Strong.
Quarterback Logan Bonner, who was third in
conference and passing yards (3242) and tied for second
for passing TD’s (32), didn’t receive any accolades.
Offensive lineman Jacob South responded to the
Mountain West’s release tweeting out, “Lol, who votes
on these.”
Head coach Blake Anderson weighed in on things in
the Coaches Show on Aggie Radio.
“I’m not sure I understand it either,” he said. “I’ll say
this — everybody that won awards today was deserving,
(but) it’s not a fair system.”

T

he Mountain West Conference announced its
2021 All-Conference Football Team on Nov. 30,
and several Utah State players were honored.
Senior wide reciever Deven Thompkins headlined
the award winners, earning First Team All-Conference
Offensive honors. Thompkins reeled in 1,543 reception
yards — a single-season program record — and was
named a semifinalist for the Biletnikoff Award. He’s
the first Utah State receiver to receive First Team AllConference honors since Aaron Jones in 2000.
Senior receiver and kick returner Savon Scarver
received Second-Team All Special Teams honors, and
senior linebacker Justin Rice earned Second-Team AllDefensive honors.
Scarver is tied for the all-time career kick returns in

@jacobnielson12
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Mountain West announces All-Conference Team
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OPINION

In college,
credit
cards are
not for all

C

redit cards are a straightforward method of
building credit, but are not one size fits all.
Getting a credit card during college can be
a great investment for your future but should be
approached with caution.
There are two basic types of payment cards: credit
cards and debit cards. Both cards physically look the
same but have different functionality; a debit card
allows you to spend the money you have already
put into the bank, while a credit card allows you to
borrow money from the bank to build credit.
Building credit helps your credit reports and
scores, which show banks how good you are at
paying back loans so they will be inclined to give
you lower interest rates and better deals on future
housing or automobile loans.
Credit cards can be intimidating and often have
skepticism attached to them. Students worry about
accumulating debt, spending beyond their means
and paying outrageous interest rates.
“All students shouldn’t get one,” said Alena Johnson, a family finance professor who has taught more
than 22,000 Utah State University. “You should get it
only if you can use it wisely to build credit.”
Johnson also said it is easy to get behind on
payments when you are trying to work while also in
college, which is one of the requirements for getting
a credit card.
If your goal is to build credit, Johnson recommends
installment loans like the ones for cars. They are
a great way to build credit and are the preferred
method by FICO, or the Fair Isaac Corporation, for

GRAPHIC BY Keith Wilson

building credit.
FICO scores are your score of creditworthiness
between 300-800, with 800 being the best. About
90% of loan agencies use FICO, so it is in your best
interest to keep a good FICO score. This can be done
by paying bills on time and reducing the amount of
debt you owe.
If you pay off your credit card every month (which
is highly recommended), then you do not have to
pay off interest and worry about going into debt.
However, that is far easier said than done.
The average credit card balance is $6,506. Studies also show you are more inclined to spend more
money on a credit card than a debit card. Credit
cards can easily get out of hand and can end up
working against your best interest.
Credit unions — which are non-profit organizations with better interest rates but are ultimately
inconvenient — and banks — which are for-profit
and are more convenient — are better places to get
a credit card, as opposed to online banking and store
cards which have higher hidden fees.
College students can be enticed by retail credit
card deals but should avoid them at all costs. The
immediate benefits are outweighed by the consequences. For instance, this past summer, Nordstrom
offered $60 in-store credit when you sign up for a
credit card. This at first seems like a deal. Shoppers
get $60 off your purchase that day, and get points
for shopping to be used on future purchases.
However, the points only apply to in-store purchases, and the rates are the very outrageous fees

students feared; 25% interest rates, and up to $40
late fees. Using the card infrequently, and forgetting
to pay it off would destroy your credit. As a college
student, the risk is not worth the possible reward.
Banking options in Logan are Chase Bank, Wells
Fargo and Zions Bank to name a few. Companies
tend to have student credit cards, with unique
benefits such as no credit card history needed and
bonuses for paying on time. USU has its own credit
union based on campus.
USU Credit Union is partnered with Goldenwest
Credit Union. Given that Goldenwest is a Utah-based
company, it allows students accounts to stay active
even after graduation. With the USU Credit Union,
students can start an account with no credit history
needed (just verification of income) making the
process young adult friendly.
Nathan Frost, a financial services representative at
USU Credit Union, spoke about the benefits of credit
cards for USU students. Given the early marriage
age for many students here, credit building young
is important for near-future investments like houses
and automobile purchases.
For students having doubts about credit debt, there
are ways to pacify those doubts. Frost said to stay
under 30% utilization. Utilization is how much of
your credit card do you use with respect to your
credit limit. For example, if your credit card limit is
$1000, only use $300. It supplies less opportunity
for overcharging your card and less risk.
Johnson had a contradictory perspective of credit
cards. Because credit card utilization affects credit
scores, the higher the utilization, the worse it reflects
on your credit. Johnson mentioned experts’ recommendation of 10% or less utilization.
“It is better to have no credit than to have bad
credit,” Johnson said.
Credit.org cautioned to only use credit cards in
emergencies and to remember that the money borrowed is money that must be paid back. Also, only
one credit card is needed. More only adds risk and
puts the very credit you are trying to build in danger.
Look for cards with no annual fees, a low limit and
low accident fees, such as overdue payments and
overdrafts. Ensure you know the agreement you are
signing when getting your first credit card.
Credit cards are not meant for all students. While
there are pros to getting a credit card (protection
against unauthorized charges, rewards and credit building), there are also drawbacks. The risk
towards your credit and your fiscal responsibility
are two factors to consider before signing the dotted
lines of your card agreement.
Sara Prettyman is a
Maryland born and raised
sophomore. She’s majoring
in applied mathematics and
loves drawing, running and
reading.

— Sara.Prettyman@usu.edu

OPINION

students agree.
Haley Yoder, a USU Human Experience Design
and Interaction major, studied conspiracy theories
such as chemtrails vs. contrails — the idea that the
government is using the mist trail left behind from
airplanes to put chemicals into the air and control
our minds.
“This theory doesn’t hold any ground or have any
reliable evidence,” Yoder said. “So, with that being
said, I think conspiracy theories are usually pretty
silly and just gives people something to think
and talk about.”
Often, theories like
these are ridiculously
beyond belief and
usually attack government as a whole. This
is actually really good,
since it allows people
to harmlessly use free
speech to criticize the
government.
There are some theories, however, are set
up with the intent to
divide us.
One of the more
recent and infamous
theories is Pizzagate. It
is the idea that specific
politicians and celebrities are involved in
a child sex trafficking
ring that is centered
around pizzerias.
It may sound as
harmless as any other
theory, but it is politicized to divide people
and spread distrust
between citizens.
Being wary of the government is important
since we need to keep
our leaders and public
officials accountable,
but many groups and
individuals use Pizzagate to point fingers
GRAPHIC BY James Clayton and further divide
political parties.
Some paint Hillary Clinton as part of an evil cabal
in league with the Queen of England, while they
say Donald Trump and his followers are trying to
stop it. All the while, true believers of this theory
think that the source of it all, QAnon, is none other
than JFK’s “long-lost” son, who has been dead for
twenty-two years.
Great stuff. Except when you look more into QA-

Modern
conspiracy
theories suck

And it’s awesome.
These theories are mostly harmless, and they allow
people to question the world around them — if the
world we’re living in is even real and if it’s actually
all just a computer simulation.
More and more theories have come along throughout the years, but a definite decline in the quality
of these conspiracies is apparent, and some USU

non and realize they have a more harmful agenda.
According to Luke Kenton from The U.S. Sun, QAnon and its supporters have spread fear and crackpot misinformation specifically attacking Democrats.
It seems that about 17% of Americans believe in
the Pizzagate scandal, and this is no longer a joke.
Members of QAnon were a part of the riots and
overturn of the capital in January, where five people
died.
“In 2020, supporters of the group flooded social
media with false information about Covid-19, the
Black Lives Matter protests, and the presidential
election — recruiting legions of new members in the
process,” Kenton wrote.
These theories have turned to propaganda and
triggers for real-world violence, like the shooting
at a pizzeria in Washington D.C. where the suspect
admitted he was trying to find evidence of child sex
slaves. Flat-Earthers may be strange, but they’re
usually not violent.
Classic conspiracies focused on the most insane
things to either come up for answers to things we
didn’t understand or to attack the government at all
costs. These motivations were for our own protection but also for fun. Nowadays, modern conspiracy
theories are driven by fear. It’s not healthy for people to believe in it or even hear about it.
As the up-and-coming generation of our country,
students at Utah State have to be aware of the
spread of misinformation and the divide that is
growing between citizens with different political
views. Public discourse is weakening. We need to be
working together instead of focusing on who’s right
and wrong.
It doesn’t matter if aliens or Bigfoot exist. It matters that we support each other as we try to make
sense of our crazy and often unfair world.

Megan Cowdell is a second-year
communications student. She
loves going on bike rides, reading
mystery novels and watching
cheesy movies.
— Megan.Cowdell@usu.edu
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S

ome say the moon landing was faked or Elvis
is still alive. Others believe the government
is run by lizard people. There are people who
truly believe 9/11 was an inside job, while FlatEarthers exist.
Conspiracy theories like these have circulated
through society for over a century, and have only
become more ubiquitous with the rise of technology. The increasing distrust between the public and
government has also contributed to that.
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Boots on Ice kicks off
the winter season
By Brielle Carr
NEWS STAFF WRITER

O

n Nov. 29, the Utah State University Country Swing Club hosted an event in
the Evan N. Stevenson Ballroom called Boots on Ice.
The club puts on two to three country swing socials each semester to give
the student body a chance to dance and meet new people. However, this event had a
couple of other motivations.
The club asked students to wear the ugliest sweater they could find while also
helping out the community by collecting food donations at the door for the Cache
Community Food Pantry.
To be admitted into the dance, students were encouraged to bring at least two cans
of food that was donated shortly after the event.
According to the Utah Food Bank, last year, more than 70 million pounds of food
— the equivalent of more than 58 million meals — were distributed to people facing
hunger in Utah. The Country Swing Club is now a contributor to this effort.
“With this time of the year being in between two major holidays, there are traditionally large meals that some members of the valley can’t afford to take part in,”
said Wayson Foy, a USU senior and member of the service committee within the club.
“People are struggling for food on a daily basis even outside of the holiday. So, we
wanted to provide some help if we could to those members of the community that
need that help.”
In previous years the club wrote letters to veterans, but this year they decided to do
something that involved helping those in need and having fun at the same time.
The president of the club, Sierra Brookshire, is a senior this year and has been
active in the club since her freshman year.
“My favorite part about the swing club is being able to come and have a good time
and dance away the stress and socialize, and it’s a great way to meet new people and
make lots of friends,” Brookshire said. “Some of the people I’ve met here become my
best friends and we’re in completely different majors that we never would have met
without country swing.”
USU is flooded with other service opportunities for students to get involved in,
especially during the season of giving.
The Student Nutrition Access Center, or SNAC, helps to provide groceries for students in need and they are always looking for volunteers.
The Fun Cereal for Christmas drive provides low-income families with cereal this
Christmas season. Cereal donations can be dropped off until Dec. 10 in the bin at 667
N 100 E in Logan.
Students can also purchase gifts for local families through the Sponsor Holiday Gifts
for USU families. This fundraiser will close on Dec. 10 at 5 p.m.
More information about the fundraisers and other service activities can be found at
usu.givepulse.com.
AggiePulse gives students and the Logan community a chance to connect within the
community and bring people together to make a difference.
— Brielle.Carr@usu.edu

NOW HIRING
DRIVER GUIDES FOR SUMMER 2022!

• Paid local CDL training • Travel
reimbursement • Safety & contract
bonuses • Newly increased wages
• Driver housing guaranteed

COME VISIT US TO LEARN MORE!

DECEMBER 7-8

Gardner Atrium (Huntsman Hall)
9:00am to 3:00pm

DECEMBER 7

FREE Pizza Party & Info Session
Logan Pizza Pie Cafe
6:00pm to 8:00pm

APPLY ONLINE TODAY!
AlaskaCoachTours.com

Questions? Contact Jason@AlaskaCoachTours.com

USU students dancing in the TSC Ballroom during the Boots on Ice event.
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Last week’s solution:

Sudoku puzzles are provided by
www.sudokuoftheday.com.
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Ornaments hang on a tree displayed at USU’s Festival of Trees, which took place in the TSC Lounges from Nov. 29 to Dec. 4.
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